The products we supply replace those of many manufacturers and several OEMs. All elements are manufactured to meet or exceed the specifications of the original equipment manufacturer.
COMPRESSED AIR ELEMENTS

FILTER-MART CARRIES ALL REPLACEMENT CARTRIDGES FOR COMPRESSED AIR LINES. THEY ARE INTERCHANGEABLE WITH THE FOLLOWING COMPANIES:

ARROW    NORGEN
BALSTON   NUMATICS
BINKS     PALL
BUSCH     PURE AIR
DOMNICK HUNTER STERIS
FILTERSOFT SULLAIR
FINITE    ULTRA AIR
FLAIR      ULTRAFILTER
HANKISON  VAN AIR
HEADLINE  WATTS
HENDERSON WILKERSON
INGERSOLL RAND ZANDEZ
JOHNSON CONTROLS ZURN

ADVANTAGES:

* LOW OPERATING COST
* LONG LIFE
* HIGH QUALITY
* HIGH EFFICIENCY

ALL AVAILABLE FROM ONE SOURCE: FILTER-MART CORPORATION

**COMPANIES NAMED ABOVE CARRY A REGISTERED TRADEMARK.**